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Spring always brings hope. Here in Abruzzo, the almond and
apricot trees are in full bloom, the sun is shining, and everyone
is looking forward to the new season, hoping it will bring
welcome changes.

This month I asked some Abruzzese experts to talk about the
history of the region’s most famous painting, La Fliglia di Iorio;
the disappearing art of incision ceramics from L’Aquila;
the humble town of Lettomanoppello with its ancient tradition
of stonecutting; the elusive Apennine wolf; and the vanished
tradition of the farmers’ sdijuno. This is a truly unique issue of
ABRUZZISSIMO, as most of these topics have never been
covered in English before. 

I am so excited about another exclusive offer for ABRUZZI-
SSIMO readers: on March 13-15, you will be able to view online
— for free — an award-winning documentary about life in
Abruzzo in the old days, La Vita De’Na Vota (Life Once Upon a
Time), by Julian Civiero and participate in a virtual talk with the
filmmaker (see page 19). 

As always, I want to thank those of you who have sent dona-
tions. ABRUZZISSIMO is the only publication in English about
the region, and I love bringing you high-quality, exclusive con-
tent, but I need your support to continue to do so. Please
become a supporter of ABRUZZISSIMO and contribute to the
magazine’s upkeep here. 

If you have a story you want to share, drop me a line at
editor@abruzzissimo.com.

Enjoy reading the March issue!

C i a o  a  t u t t i !

A presto,

Anna Lebedeva

Editor
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Good pizza takes time to make.
Gianni Giannini and his wife Floriana
Ambrosio, the owners of PIZZA 200, a
small pizzeria in Chieti, spent seven
years perfecting their innovation – slow-
leavened and matured dough. It is the
only place in the world where it takes at
least 72 hours of leavening and at least 
9 days (sometimes even 21 days!) of
maturation before the dough is turned
into pizzas. The result is a new twist on
fast food that is delicious and easy to
digest. Despite the unfortunate opening
timing, a month before the national
lockdown last year, the pizzeria has
survived and does home deliveries.

A new circular route around the region
is being developed by Il Cammino
d'Abruzzo and the University of Teramo.
The walk will be 660 kilometres long
and divided into 33 legs connecting
existing trails in the hills, mountains,
and on the coast in all four provinces
and take walkers to the most beautiful
landmark places in 70 towns and villa-
ges. Walking holidays are becoming
more popular every year and the region
hopes that the new route will attract
outdoors enthusiasts from across the
globe.

AROUND ABRUZZO 
ON FOOT

NEWS & EVENTS

PECORINO GRAPE ALE

There are dozens of excellent micro-
breweries in Abruzzo, but Birrificio
Majella, located in Pretoro, is famous 
for its dedication to local ingredients and
their innovative original flavours. The
brewery has just launched a new grape
ale called Transumanza (named after
transhumance, the seasonal movement 
of sheep flocks practiced in Abruzzo for
many centuries). Light and spritzy, the ale
is brewed with Pecorino must (pressed
juice from the native grape variety).
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EXCLUSIVE VIEWING FOR 
OUR READERS

This month, we are offering an exclusive
viewing of the documentary La Vita De’Na
Vota (Life Once Upon a Time) by the
award-winning filmmaker Julian Civiero. 
In the film, most elderly residents (many 
in their late 90s) of several small towns in 
the area around Fagnano Alto share their
memories of the religious festas and des-
cribe in detail what life was like when they
were young. You can access the docu-
mentary online on March 13-15 only. Join
us for a virtual talk with Julian Civiero on
March 14, 6pm CET/12pm EST/9am PST
(we email all our readers the link to the
virtual room and a reminder closer to the
date). See page 19 for full details.

SLOW PIZZA

https://www.facebook.com/pizza200CH/
https://www.ilcamminodabruzzo.it/
https://www.birrificiomaiella.net/transumanza-italian-grape-ale


The 14th century Castle of Ortucchio
(Castello Piccolomini) was once only
accessible by boat. Located on a small
island in Italy’s third biggest lake, Lago
Fucino, the fortress had a dock inside
the walled structure, so arriving boats
would enter under a huge arch and di-
sembarked visitors accessed the castle
directly from the water. It was the only
structure of its kind on the territory of
today’s Italy. The Scaligero Castle in
Sirmione on Lake Garda has a similar
dock inside the walls, but it is located 
on the lakeshore rather than on an
island. 

Today, there is no more lake — as the
Fucino was drained 1878 — but the
castle is still standing in all its splen-
dour. Badly damaged over the centuries
by sieges, earthquakes, and years of
neglect, it was restored a few decades
ago. Visitors can climb up the tower
to see the Fucino Plain with its patch-
work of cultivated fields stretching into
the horizon and imagine what it was like
when the castle was surrounded by
water. Across the road, in the town’s
communal park, is the Laghetto di
Ortucchio, a small shallow patch of
water, all that remains from the mighty
lake that the Fucino once was.

THE FAIRY-TALE CASTLE
OF ORTUCCHIO

DID YOU KNOW?

MAKE TRADITIONAL
DESSERTS

N E W S  &  E V E N T S

Do you want to learn how to make
traditional bocconotti and uccelleti
ripieni cakes? Join Mary Vischetti, 
an Abruzzese food blogger, for a
virtual class on March 18. In another
online lesson for adults and children,
on March 25, you can learn how to
make giant colourful Pupa and
Cavallo Easter cookies. Only eight
places per class are available, so
book in advance. See the details and
book the classes on the Abruzzo With
Gusto website.

DO YOU ENJOY READING
ABRUZZISSIMO?

BECOME A
SUPPORTER!

DONATE 

HERE
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https://abruzzowithgusto.com/cooking-classes-abruzzo/
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=39GSL5WVW5BZN
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=39GSL5WVW5BZN
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=39GSL5WVW5BZN


Michetti, who was born in Tocco da Casauria in
1851, painted his masterpiece in 1895. It took
him several months of intensive work to finish
the huge painting, which measures five and a
half metres in width and almost three metres
high. But before he put the brush to canvas, the
artist painted the masterpiece in his mind over
and over again, for 15 years.

INSPIRATION
 
The famous poet Gabriele d’Annunzio,
Michetti’s friend, described how the idea of the 

THE ENDURING FASCINATION WITH
THE DAUGHTER OF IORIO

painting was born when he and the artist were
together in Tocco da Casauria one day: “All of
a sudden, we both saw a screaming, dishe-
velled, young shapely woman burst into the
square, chased by a mob of peasant harves-
ters drunk from the sun, wine, and lust. The
scene impressed us strongly. Michetti cap-
tured the moment in his canvas and I re-
elaborated in my spirit, for years, what I had
seen on that square. Finally, I wrote the trage-
dy.” D’Annunzio recounted the episode in his
famous tragedy, The Daughter of Iorio, in
1904.

Michetti chose Orsogna as the location for his
masterpiece. It was done in one breath. Eight 
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By Marzio Maria Cimini

A painting so beautiful that it won the first edition of the Biennale of
Venice, in 1895. So beautiful that it was bought immediately and taken to
Germany to be exhibited in the National Gallery of Art in Berlin for almost

four decades. A painting for which the city of Pescara paid a handsome sum 
of money to bring it back to Abruzzo. The Daughter of Iorio (La Figlia di Iorio)

by Francesco Paolo Michetti remains Abruzzo’s most beloved artwork.

The Daughter of Iorio (La Figlia di Iorio)
by Francesco Paolo Michetti

HISTORY



lian lire exchanged hands. The painting that
was considered the most Abruzzese mas-
terpiece ever created returned and was hung in
a spacious room where it remains to this day.

BACK HOME
 
However, the return of Michetti's most famous
painting to its homeland also marked in some
way a certain downturn of his fame and pres-
tige. During his life, Michetti was an authen-
tically European artist. He travelled to every
corner of Europe and always returned to
Abruzzo, the land that inspired and stimulated
him. Many of his artist friends who he gathered
with in his house in Francavilla al Mare had
European fame: d'Annunzio wrote a drama in
French staged in Paris; Francesco Paolo Tosti
of Ortona became Queen Victoria's piano
teacher and was knighted by King Edward VII.
However, by the end of World War II their star-
dom faded. Although Michetti’s works can be

characters in Orsogna’s traditional costumes,
with the majestic snow-capped Majella
mountain in the background. The artist did
more than twenty studies for the canvas and
countless photographs. Michetti was among
the first artists in Italy to own and use a ca-
mera and one of the first in Abruzzo to own 
a car, which he drove to many remote villages
of the region.
 

FAME AND GLORY
 
After the Venice Biennale in 1895, a German
art dealer named Ernst Seeger bought La
Figlia di Iorio, along with about 200 other
works by Michetti, for a hefty sum of 300,000
Italian lire (in today’s money it would be
something between €600,000 and €900,000).
The painting made its way to the National Art
Gallery in Berlin, where it was exhibited in a
grandiose room until 1932. Unlike many other
famous artists, Michetti earned impressive
amounts of money during his life and his can-
vases were valued much more then than
nowadays.

Three years after Michetti's death, in 1932, 
the painting was brought back to Venice to
exhibit on the occasion of the 18th Biennale.
Times had changed, the world had changed:
when The Daughter of Iorio was painted,
Germany and Italy were enemies, but in 1932
the two countries were allies. Giacomo
Acerbo from Loreto Aprutino — then Minister
of Agriculture of the Mussolini government —
even visited the exhibition (Michetti and
d'Annunzio were witnesses at his wedding 
in 1928). When Acerbo saw the painting, he
felt a pang of tenderness and jealousy. He
wanted the painting back in Abruzzo.

Being a powerful man, he was in a position 
to immediately initiate talks with the Nazi go-
vernment about bringing the large canvas
back home. In Pescara, a large Government
Palace was being built and one room was
designed specially to house the magnificent
La Figlia di Iorio. On September 21, 1932, the
sales contract was signed, and 169,200 Ita-
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Francesco Paolo Michetti. Unknown author.
From L'Illustrazione italiana 1900



found in major public and private art collections
in Italy, they do not have the prestige and great
value of other 20th century European artists.
 
In 1943, Pescara was almost completely des-
troyed during the bombardments by the Allied
Forces. Luckily, the government building was
spared, and La Figlia di Iorio survived. A group
of ten people from the nearby town of Penne
managed to take down the large canvas and
hide it from the looters lurking around the city’s
ruins until the war was over.  
 

RESTORATION
 
Over the course of 125 years the painting has 
been restored several times, mainly because 
the painter used a new paint mixture, which
proved to be problematic because it detached
from the canvas and pulverized. Numerous
transportations didn’t help: the first journey
from Venice to Berlin caused some paint to
detach so much so that an intervention had to
be carried out. During the return from Berlin to
Pescara, with a stop in Venice, the painting was
rolled up (too big to be transported flat!), which
caused some serious damage.

In Abruzzo, La Figlia di Iorio remains everyone’s
favourite to this day. The latest conservation
intervention was finished in December 2020 
(watch a short video of the restoration here) and
the painting was returned to its honorary place 
in the Palazzo della Provincia. The colours are
shining again, the almond tree’s bloom is bright,
the red sheep wool cloak of Iorio’s daughter
seems to have regained its thickness, and the
peasants sprawled on the lush green grass are
bathing in the warm sun after a long harsh
winter. 
 
The painting La Figlia di Iorio can be seen
during business hours in the Palazzo della
Provincia, Piazza Italia, 15, Pescara.
 
Marzio Maria Cimini is an art and literature
enthusiast and author. He has written several
books and curated an exhibition about the life
and work of Gabriele d’Annunzio.
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Above: Restoration of the painting (via Soprintendenza 
Archeologia Belle Arti e Paesaggio dell'Abruzzo).
Right: Palazzo della Provincia in Pescara, an old 
postcard.

https://www.sabap-abruzzo.beniculturali.it/la-figlia-di-iorio-di-francesco-paolo-michetti-il-restauro/


There are places that ask to be understood,
to go beyond the first superficial impres-
sion, and Lettomanoppello is one of them.
Here you will not find magnificent architec-
tural gems. The town is not a fancy
bomboniere for distracted visitors; it can
even, at first glance, appear dull and unin-
teresting, with no story to tell. Yet, that
cannot be further from the truth. More than 

LETTOMANOPPELLO, 
THE TOWN OF WHITE DUST 

AND SINGING STONES
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By Maria Giovanna Palermo

Located on the mountain slopes in the heart of the Maiella National Park,
Lettomanoppello has been known as a town of scalpellini (stonecutters)

for a long time. Walk along the streets of this unassuming place to
discover the old tradition, and much more.

in many other places, the town of stone-
cutters continues its rich oral and visual
traditions that have been passed on through
the skillful carving of the local Majella stone.

 
LITTLE CARRARA

While first mentions of stone carvers date
back to the Middle Ages, it is from the late
1800s - early 1900s that Lettomanoppello
tapped into this industry, transforming

Lettomanoppello and carved stone decorations 
in the town

PLACES



from a rural community into an artisan
society with the entire town involved,
directly or indirectly, in the working of the
stone. There were scalpellini (stonecutters),
quarrymen, and carters to transport stone
blocks to the workshops in the town,
as well as the local women, who brought
their men in the quarries lunch and filled
their baskets with smaller chunks of stones
to take back. Back then, Lettomanoppello
was often called a “little Carrara”.   

There are still elders in the town who will tell
how they started learning to find good
Majella stone blocks going to the mountains
when they were little, a shovel and pickaxe 
in hand. How they were taught to see the
natural stone vein of the mountain, to make
a good cut, and even recognize the quality 
of a stone by the sound it made when you
knocked on it with a little hammer. Yes, the
locals know the stone’s song and can tell
before cutting a block if it is empty inside, if
the stone is good for carving, or if it hides a
capillary nod — a “spider,” they call it —
which can cause a breakage later.

The elders here still remember with affection
the white dust of the Majella stone that co-
vered hands and clothes of the stonecutters,
the dust that told the story of a place and
tradition.

 
HISTORIC WORKSHOP

If you want to hear the stone’s song for
yourself, head to the historic workshop of
Gennaro D'Alfonso; he passed away 10 years
ago, but his family kept his shop unchanged 
to tell the story of the craft. In this small
magical place, still covered in white stone
dust, you will find many cuts of the Majella
stone in different colours (very few people
know, but it can also be black), see
Gennarino’s (as the artisan was called by
friends and family) creations for clients and,
just for fun, and try to understand the distinc-
tion between a stonecutter and a sculptor. 

Here, next to a big carved seat, almost like a
throne decorated with flowers, you will find
Gennaro’s sketches of columns and capitals, 
a huge carved bed headboard, figurines

P L A C E S

Stonecutter's tools in the La Bobba workshop
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P L A C E S

Gennaro D'Alfonso, photo in the workshop

changing in style in search of a new and
more immediate form of expression. Before
leaving, take a metal rod from the work-
bench and “play” the slices of stones hanging
from the ceiling, gently striking them, one
after another. Each responds with a different
sound, so you can now understand what the
local stonecutters mean when they say they
can tell a stone by its sound. The ones with a
longer, more melodic tone are the best for
carving.
 

THE TOWN

From the workshop, walk along the streets,
paying attention to the details: a doorway
decorated with a carving, a balcony with a
relief, a stone clock on the central piazza,
beautiful carved acanthus leaves on the
façade of the town hall — they look so supple
you want to touch them to feel their softness.

At the top of the town, there is a tiny church,
Chiesa dell’Iconicella, where you will find one
of the sweetest and most moving nativity
scenes you have ever seen, the work of local
stonecutters. Outside the church, on 
a little piazza, stands an opulent artichoke
flower, carved in such detail that you can
spend hours admiring it.

Gennaro D'Alfonso's historic workshop

THE FAMILIES

In Lettomanoppello, every family has a
nickname that tells a story from the past,
from the times of their great-grandparents
and great-great-grandparents. The Zuppa-
une family can tell you how one of their
ancestors went to sell the Majella stone 
and spent all the money he had earned in
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You can see how to create a particular texture
on a stone surface and listen to the tireless
Claudio telling stories about the Majella, the
mountain beloved by his father, his grand-
father, and the entire town of Lettomanop-
pello.

NATURE AND HISTORY

For such a small town, Lettomanoppello has 
a lot to offer to those who are patient enough
to discover it. Apart from the centuries-long
stonecutting tradition, it boasts a stunning
landscape with many hiking trails reachable
from the town’s centre. They will take you to
medieval hermitages, to the caves used as
hideouts by brigands and soldiers, and to the
ancient shepherds’ huts called tholos which
were built from stones gathered in the moun-
tain to clear land for grazing and cultivation.
There are many of these beautiful stone huts

P L A C E S

Below: La Bobba workshop in Lettomanoppello.
Right: Claudio di Biase.

a trattoria devouring one bowl of soup
(zuppa) after another, so good that he
couldn’t stop. The La Bobba family has
put their nickname on their house façade
as a reminder that the stone brought
them abundance, securing a hot meal (la
bobba) on the table.

Just outside the town, is the La Bobba
workshop where Claudio di Biase, a
stonecutter with a pedigree, carries on
the tradition of four generations of scal-
pellini started by his great-great-grand-
father, Antonio Di Biase, in the 1800s. His
is a workshop-school where students
come to learn the trade. Here you can see
and touch the simple tools of a stone-
cutter: a hammer, chisels, and roundels.
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above Lettomanoppello, with waymarked
touristic paths in the area named Parco dei
Tholos (the trails CP, C1 and C2).

There is also the Grotta Sant'Angelo cave
dedicated to Saint Michael (the trail S; not
well maintained). Fragments of a stone
pavement are still visible there reminding us
of an ancient church that once stood in the
cave and was mentioned in a document
from 1844. It is known that Christian saints
replaced pagan ones, so Saint Michael took
the place of Hercules Curinus. A copy of the
original 13th century statue of the Saint is
inside the cave; the original is preserved in
the Museo delle Genti D’Abruzzo in Pescara.

It is hard to tell the history of Lettoma-
noppello in one short article, but this can 
be a point of departure to discover a place
that asks us to see beyond appearances, to
learn about the stories and people before
they disappear forever.
 

FESTIVAL

If you want to see quarrymen and scalpellini
at work, come to Lettomanoppello for the
10 giornate in pietra (Ten days in stone)
festival held every year at the end of August
and into early September. The town trans-
forms into an open-air workshop and 

gallery, with Italian and international sculp-
tors and stonecutters creating their works
on the streets. For more information, check
the festival’s Facebook page.

P L A C E S

Dry stone huts in Parco dei Tholos

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

HISTORIC WORKSHOP OF GENNARO
D'ALFONSO 

Call Marina, Gennaro’s daughter, and she
will open the workshop for you: 0039-
3477329006 (no English, only Italian spo-
ken). Address: Via Nino Bixio, 42, across
the road from Parco Santa Liberata. 

CHIESA DELL’ICONICELLA 

Address: follow the road to Passo Lan-
ciano, the church is marked on Google
Maps
 
LABORATORIO LA BOBBA

Call or message Claudio to book an appoint-
ment at 0039 3337441724 (no English, only
Italian spoken). Address: Via Prati di Tivo.
 
Maria Giovanna Palermo is an art historian
and tour guide. Follow her Facebook page
Sull’Arte. Photos by Anna Lebedeva and
Maria Giovanna Palermo.
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https://www.facebook.com/10giornateinpietra
https://www.facebook.com/SullArte-Rubrica-dintromissione-nel-senso-estetico-contemporaneo-102266844832516/
https://www.facebook.com/SullArte-Rubrica-dintromissione-nel-senso-estetico-contemporaneo-102266844832516/


The art of ceramics from the city of
L'Aquila is not as famous as that of Cas-
telli. Very few historical traces remain of
this ancient tradition, which is at risk of
disappearing. Stella Lucente, with her
laboratory, L’Aquila Ceramiche, is the last
remaining ceramist to know the traditional
L'Aquila ceramics technique which she,
singlehandedly, has been keeping alive.
Her biggest worry, however, is not being
able to pass it on to the next generation.
There is no school to learn the technique 

THE DISAPPEARING ART OF
CERAMICS FROM L’AQUILA
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By Enrica Di Battista

L’Aquila’s tradition of incision ceramics goes back to the Middle Ages.
Their production requires time, patience, and special skills. Today, only

one artisan continues this ancient art in the city.

Traditional ceramics from L’Aquila by
Stella Lucente

and the costs of taking in an apprentice
are too high for an artisan like herself.

Stella took a course in ceramics in 2002,
learning the trade from masters of Cas-
telli, Abruzzo’s famous town of ceramists,
where the technique is different from that
of L’Aquila. She then worked in the his-
toric studio of San Bernardino in L’Aquila,
which has since closed. After the earth-
quake of 2009, Stella set up a workshop
in her house. With her great precision and
clean incision lines, she has since had a
steady stream of work making furnishing
objects, favours, plates, mugs, and house 

TRADITION

http://www.laquilaceramiche.it/


number plates for those who return to live in
the buildings rebuilt in the centre of L'Aquila.

THE TECHNIQUE

Adding delicate incisions to ceramics is 
an ancient technique characteristic for cera-
mics made by masters from L'Aquila. Stella
studied old photographs and spoke to locals
to learn about this tradition. The manufac-
turing process is long and laborious. "After
creating a shape on the potter’s wheel, I
immerse the piece in a bath of liquid white
clay. Then it is left to dry, and when its texture
resembles leather (still soft but not too much),
a pattern of incisions is made with a metal tip
to reveal the contrast between the darker
base clay and a layer of white clay,” explains
Stella. “Then the ceramic piece is left to dry
for a few days before going into the kiln. After
the firing, the product is coloured by hand with
a brush.” Then the piece is glazed and put
back in the oven for 12-14 hours. After patient
research, Stella managed to reproduce some
traditional pigments used in the past: a straw
yellow, a delicate blue.

THE LAST CERAMIST

Stella is well known and mostly works to
order. “Making ceramics is a passion and it is
rare that in the morning you wouldn’t want to
get up and go to work,” says Stella Lucente.

 “You won’t become rich, but it is a trade that
is enough to make a living. To make a piece
you need a lot of time and it is not always
compensated financially, but you get pleasure
from creating an artifact.”

Stella is worried about the future. “I have
spent a lot of time to revive this art of
ceramics with incisions, but I don’t have a
possibility to teach it, to pass the technique
down. I can work from my workshop at home,
but taking in an apprentice here requires a
financial commitment. I would have to have a
workshop compliant with certain norms, I
would have to pay the apprentice, and all that
is unrealistic for an artisan like myself. I am
happy enough with my earnings but,
unfortunately, cannot afford the costs of
teaching another person.” She says that to
make sure the ancient art of L’Aquila ceramics
is not lost, regional authorities and associ-
ations should fund schools and courses.
“Otherwise, like with any other traditional
artisan trade, the risk of losing it is very high.”

Enrica Di Battista is an Abruzzo-based
journalist working for the Italian news agency
ANSA. She is the founder of Abruzzo Travel
and Food.
 
The article was first published on Abruzzo
Travel and Food. Translated and edited by
Anna Lebedeva.

T R A D I T I O N

Stella Lucente
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Traditional patterns  made with incisions

https://www.abruzzotravelandfood.com/


Born in Rome to an Italian father and an
English mother, Julian Civiero has been
working in cinema and television since the
90s. When he was two years old, his nonna
Valentina moved to Colle di Sassa in the
L’Aquila province of Abruzzo; soon after, his
parents bought and renovated a house
nearby. He fell in love with Abruzzo and now
he and his wife and daughter split their time
between homes in London and Fontecchio.

EARTHQUAKE

Julian bought his home in Fontecchio in
2006. Three years later, the earthquake
happened, and he saw first-hand the dest-
ruction and death that followed. He wit-
nessed the incredible changes that were
taking place right before his eyes. “I was at
a loss. I had no professional equipment with
me, no video camera, but I started to record
sounds,” he says. “The fountain splashing,
the birds, men playing cards, whatever I
could find.” Then he started recording some
of their stories and this turned into a short
black-and-white film called 23 Seconds,
which caught the attention of Pro Loco
Fagnano Alto, a volunteer non-profit orga-
nization that approached him in early 2018

and asked him to record, and thereby preserve,
the untold stories of Abruzzo. 

“They basically gave me a blank check but,
more importantly, they gave me access to
people: opening doors which would have been
closed to me, especially to the women,” he
admits. “They put all their trust in me, and they
paved the way for the village people to trust
me, too, and I am so grateful.”

SMALL COMMUNITIES
 
Shot over the course of 18 months, the film
takes us on a year-long journey from winter
back to winter, introducing us to the most

O N C E  U P O N  A  T I M E

Anglo-Italian filmmaker Julian Civiero had the talent — and the heart — to take
on a project that we all know intuitively is the right thing to do, but few of us
have any idea how to get it done. In his latest feature film, La Vita De’Na Vota

(Life Once Upon a Time) he uses that talent, local connections, and purpose to
shoot a film about Abruzzo that is so beautiful, so heartbreaking, and so human

that it is impossible to watch without tears.
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By Linda Dini Jenkins

PEOPLE

Julian Civiero (right) during the
filming of La Vita De’Na Vota



elderly residents (many in their late 90s) of
several small towns in Abruzzo in the area
around Fagnano Alto. The locals recount their
childhood memories of the town’s religious
festas, many of which have all but disap-
peared and, in the telling, we learn so much
more about life once upon a time: the hard-
ships, the status of women and men, the
poverty, the strong faith, the joy of the festa
mornings and, of course, the centrality of the
land. They show us what life was like when
money was not the driving force, when every-
thing revolved around the small community
and, most important, when people instinc-
tively took care of one another.

MEMORIES

“Life has changed so much for these people,”
says Civiero. “You have to remember that
there was no running water in most of these
towns until the late 1960s, no electricity
and roads until the 1970s . . . what they had
was respect for one another and an inborn
willingness to help each other and share what
little they had.” 

Julian takes us on a journey to about 10 villa-
ges in the L’Aquila province including Fras-
cara, Ripa, Castello, Vallecupa, and Pedicciano,
some of which either no longer exist or are
barely inhabited. The strongest memories 
that the elderly villagers shared were of the 
religious festas. But tied in with them are also 
the memories of life as it was then: how the
prosciutto bone was passed from family to
family . . . how one pig could sustain a family
for a full year . . . why the birth of a daughter
was often compared to a death in the family . .
. why the mother-in law checked the newly-
weds’ bed after the first night.

“We didn’t have money, but there was really 
no need for it,” says one woman from Cam-
pana. “There was real harmony, it was some-
thing beautiful in those days.” A former Ter-
mine resident says, “We abandoned the villa-
ges where we grew up, and something’s
missing.”

For Julian, this film is personal. Money is not
the driving force behind these projects, but
passion is. “I remember some of what’s in the
film from my own childhood, and I didn’t want
these stories – or these people – to be
forgotten.”
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A scene from the documentary  
La Vita De’Na Vota



NEW PROJECTS

Julian's most recent short project docu-
ments the memoirs of 90-year-old Donato
Mucciante of Castel del Monte, a transu-
manza shepherd from the age of 10. He
hopes that it will become part of a larger
project being developed about the histo-
rical memory of the transhumance. Beyond
that, he is embarking on a longer project
which he describes as a "love poem to the
cinema" about the lost tradition of the
cinemari – the men who, since the 1930s,
brought films to small communities during
local festivals.
 
La Vita De’Na Vota has rightfully earned
many awards in 2020, including BEST
INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY at the
Cutting Room International Short Film Fes-
tival in New York, and BEST FILMMAKER at
both the Venus Italian International Film
Festival in Las Vegas and the Procida Inter-
national Film Festival.

You can watch a trailer of the film here
and, thanks to a generous offer from Julian, 

readers of Abruzzissimo Magazine will have
an opportunity to view the film on March 13
and 15 (see next page for access details). 

Trailers to Julian’s other documentaries
about Abruzzo are available on his website. 
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Above: An old photo from the documentary. 
Right: A scene from the film

If you’d like to own your own copy
of the film, you can purchase the
DVD by contacting Pro Loco di
Fagnano via their Facebook page.
The cost is 20E (plus postage) and
they will ship it anywhere in the
world.

Linda Dini Jenkins leads small tours to Italy
and blogs about travel at Travel Italy The
Write Way.

https://vimeo.com/346207897
https://www.julianciviero.com/
https://www.facebook.com/prolocofagnanese/
http://www.travelitalythewriteway.com/


and 
a virtual Q&A session with the filmmaker Julian Civiero

– March 14, 6pm CET/12pm EST/9am PST

E X C L U S I V E  V I E W I N G  F O R  
A B R U Z Z I S S I M O  M A G A Z I N E  R E A D E R S

MARCH 13-15

Once upon a time, life was very different. No electricity, no plumbing, no big roads. The
people of Abruzzo struggled, for sure. Yet in spite of all this, there are wonderful stories 
of family, faith, and sharing, and filmmaker Julian Civiero has brought us these stories 
in his latest film, La Vita De’Na Vota (Life Once Upon a Time). 
 
Unforgettable characters — some close to 100 years of age — will delight you with the
memories of local festivals and describe in detail what life was like in the villages
around Fagnano Alto when they were young. The film is in Italian with English subtitles.

We will host a virtual Q&A session with Julian Civiero on March 14. Keep an eye out for
an email from us with the link to the virtual room which we'll send the day before.

ACCESS THE FILM FROM MARCH 13, 10AM CET/4AM EST 
TO MARCH 15, 10AM CET/4AM EST

 
To watch the documentary go to this link and enter the password:

Abruzzissimo2021 (case sensitive!)
Make sure you click CC in the right bottom corner for English subtitles.

Please note, the access password will only work on the dates indicated above

https://vimeo.com/467654313


“We had been coming to Italy on holiday for
many years, mainly up in Tuscany and
Umbria, but fell in love with Abruzzo, the
people, and the lifestyle when visiting
friends who had settled there,” says Julie
Thorpe. “Here the best of everything is
within a half an hour journey: the stunning
mountains, the coast, and the rolling classi-
cal Italian countryside.” In 2014, the couple
took the leap and moved from the UK to the
small village of Limiti in the province of
Chieti.

STUNNING VISTAS

Julie took an early retirement, but to make
ends meet, the Thorpes needed to generate
an additional income. Since they both
enjoyed meeting new people, setting up a
hospitality business was a good solution.
“We bought three properties beside each
other, which sounds grand, but it is not
really. The one that we use as a holiday let
now was a complete ruin and we had to
rebuild it. The other two were attached, with
one side habitable by sort of 1950s stan-
dards, while the other one was a ruin,”
recalls Julie. They turned the dilapidated
buildings into a 3-bedroom family home and
a small villa for guests, Casa della Zia,
catering for couples.

Julie says she just can't get enough of the
views from their house. “When you look
out, you see the classic hilltop town of
Palombaro, with a backdrop of the moun-
tains, olive groves, and vineyards. It is
fabulous at sunset. Even in winter, on a
warm day, you can sit out on the balcony
enjoying breakfast or a glass of wine
while looking at the snow-capped moun-
tains."

RELAXED LIFESTYLE

Julie describes their business as laid
back and relaxed, a contrast to their pre-
vious hectic life. “In summer, our busiest
season, we have breakfast, tidy up around

L A  D O L C E  V I T A  I N  
A  S M A L L  V I L L A G E

Julie and Peter Thorpe quit their busy careers and moved from the UK 
to a small village in the south of Abruzzo. Now they have the best of 

everything on their doorstep.
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By Anna Lebedeva

PEOPLE

Julie and Peter Thorpe

https://www.casadellazia.org/


the pool, chat with guests. We clean rooms
once a week and, occasionally, cook dinner
on  request. Our schedule is flexible. We can
do what we want when we want; it is a very
relaxed lifestyle we have here.”

The couple has plenty of free time to travel
around Abruzzo.  “We love exploring new
places, from the coast to the  little towns in
the mountains. Here each area has its own
festival and there is always something
going on,” says Julie. “Near us, in the small
town of Pennapiedimonte, they have a living
nativity at Christmas. You go around the
town and see different scenes and at the
end there is a big meal. In another town in
the area, Altino, we like the peperoncino
festival, Festival del Peperone Dolce, in
summer. Local restaurants do a menu
where everything, including desserts, is
made with local red pepper.”

Another pastime that the Thorpes enjoy
is tending their land. They have 100 olive
trees, which they learned to prune with the
help of a neighbour.

AFFORDABLE

Julie and Peter say la dolce vita in Abruzzo 
is very affordable. “Our monthly budget is
€1200-1300, which includes food, utilities,
gas, and other basic things. Our weekly
grocery shopping bill comes to €75, which
includes pet food for our cats and dogs.” says
Peter. “Food is amazingly good and cheap
here,” adds Julie. “There are many restaurants
near us with a fixed price lunch menu for €15
a person. There are some more expensive
restaurants for special occasions where you
could eat nicely for €40-50 per person.”

FRIENDLY COMMUNITY

The couple found it easy to settle down and
integrate into the small local community.
“People around here are very friendly and
welcoming. What we love the most about
living in Abruzzo is the sense of community.
Everybody knows each other here,” says Julie.
“When we arrived, our neighbour Antonio, in
his 80s, came up to teach me how to prune
olive trees. Our other neighbour, Diamante,
always gives us fresh chicken eggs or local
waffles called pizzelle.” 

Julie and Peter admit that there is a lot of
bureaucracy in Abruzzo but, luckily for them,
the house restoration went smoothly. “We
didn’t hit much bureaucracy personally, but
you do encounter it here. You have to accept
it and go with the flow and not let it send your
blood pressure sky high,” says Julie. “For all
the little frustrations that you have here, you
get so much good to balance it out.”
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Casa della Zia with panoramic views

P E O P L E



Nowadays, wolves are present almost every-
where in the territory of Abruzzo and yet,
these shy predators are not easy to spot in
nature. When hiking in the mountains and
forests, you can be sure a wolf is never too
far away, observing the inhabitants and
visitors to his kingdom while remaining
invisible, like a phantom spirit of the wild.

PAST AND PRESENT

 
The wolf’s amazing ability to adapt allowed
the species to survive the continuous on-
slaught and ever- shrinking habitat. The
Apennine wolf (Canis Lupus Italicus) resisted,
retreating to the most isolated corners of the
ancient forests in the National Park of
Abruzzo, Lazio and Molise (PNALM).

T H E  P H A N T O M  O F  T H E  
F O R E S T :  T H E  A P E N N I N E  W O L F

Centuries of merciless hunting had brought the Apennine wolf to the brink
of extinction. But one of this animal’s characteristics is an incredible

adaptability to changes, even the most radical ones, meaning that the
wolves managed to survive, despite the odds.
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By Mauro Cironi

OUTDOORS

The alpha male in the wolf reserve
in Civitella Alfedena



When the lupari (wolf hunters who received
rewards for each animal killed) and poachers
backed out, the last surviving families slowly
recolonized new territories, silently regaining
their kingdom. Today, the population of the
Italian wolf is estimated to be 1600 strong
across the country with about 100 of them 
in the PNALM.

A widespread abandonment of cultivated land
and the countryside, as well as the re-intro-
duction of large mammals such as deer, roe
deer, and wild boar in the national park, meant
that the wolves finally had the space and food
to thrive on. One of the evolutionary mecha-
nisms that helped the endangered species to
bounce back was the so-called “dispersing."
When young wolves grow and reach sexual
maturity, they are chased away by the domi-
nant Alpha pair and begin a  journey,

sometimes covering hundreds of kilometers,
looking for other wandering wolves to create
a new pack and colonise a new territory. 

MAN VS. WOLF

The relationship between humans and
wolves has never been easy. Shepherds hated
the predator, citizens feared it, and animal
rights activists praised it. We need to
understand how important wolves are for the
environment. Conservationists have demon-
strated that killing wolves has the opposite
effect: weakened packs move closer to farms
and cities in search of easy food instead of
hunting in the wild.

The regulatory role wolves play in an eco-
system has been demonstrated in the
Yellowstone Park in the USA, where this
beautiful predator’s reintroduction helped
to recover the whole natural system.
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Two wolves in the reserve in Civitella Alfedena

O U T D O O R S



In the absence of wolves, large herds of bison
and deer trampled and devoured plants and
tree buds causing a considerable loss of
biodiversity, to the point that even riverbanks
started eroding, causing flooding because
there was no riparian vegetation. In a ripple
effect, reintroduction of the grey wolf changed
everything: the selective predatory pressure 
on large herds restored their general health,
contained the number of herbivores, and,
therefore, indirectly protected the prairies,
vegetation, and rivers. The park has seen its
ecological status improve exponentially since
the arrival of the wolves.

In Abruzzo, living so close to human beings,
wolves must be managed: electric fences
around farms, well-trained pastore abruzzese
sheep dogs to guard the flocks, and a well-  

functioning system of financial compen-
sation to farmers who lose their stock due to
the predators’ attacks. All these measures
have shown to bring peace to the centuries-
old conflict between the man and the wolf.

GETTING TO KNOW THE

WOLVES  

There are several sanctuaries and wildlife
centres in Abruzzo where visitors can
observe wolves. It helps to educate both
children and adults alike, raising awareness
and understanding of this amazing animal.
Observing the interactions and behaviours
within a pack in the Civitella Alfedena reserve
makes you realise how complex the wolves’
hierarchy is. Their pack hunting techniques
are so sophisticated and effective that army
generals could learn a lot from them.
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A wolf following imprints of chamois in the Parco
Nazionale d'Abruzzo 

O U T D O O R S



WHERE TO SEE THE APENNINE

WOLVES IN ABRUZZO
 

WOLF VISITORS CENTRE IN POPOLI (PE)

Find guided tours and educational activities
at the Wolf Visitor Centre. The centre provides
sanctuary to wild animals which have been
found injured in nature, carries out scientific
research, and educates visitors about wolves.
Visits in English can be booked in advance.

Address: Località Inpianezza, Popoli. Tel.:
0039 085 9808009.  Il Bosso Website 

WOLF RESERVE AND MUSEUM IN
CIVITELLA ALFEDENA (AQ)

Start your visit at the small museum to learn
about the wolves’ habits and biology. In a four-

hectares enclosure above the museum you
can observe a small pack of wolves living
there permanently. The reserve has played
an important role in studying the predators’
social interactions.

Address: Via Santa Lucia, Civitella
Alfedena. Tel.: 0039 086 4890141
E-mail: lupo.civitella@parcoabruzzo.it
 

WOLF SANCTUARY IN PRETORO (CH) 

A temporary home for injured wolves
with a small number of permanent resi-
dents. The animals live in a three-hectares
fenced area. Tours in English available.
Booking essential.

Address:  Meeting point - Via Fonte
Palombo, 36.  Tel.: 0039 335 5995995
or e-mail Fabrizio at info@ilgrandefaggio.it
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Wolves feasting on a cow carcass in the Parco 
Nazionale del GranSasso e Monti della Laga

O U T D O O R S

https://www.ilbosso.com/en/wolf-visitor-center/


WILDLIFE ADVENTURES

Tours in the National Park of Abruzzo,
Lazio and Molise. Tel.: 0039 339 839
5335.
www.wildlifeadventures.it

Mauro Cironi is a mountain guide and an
amateur photographer. He is involved in
two conservational programmes — the Life
Coornata project and the Salviamo l’Orso.

If you want to go wolf-watching in the wild, join
one of the guided hikes organised by the follow-
ing tour companies:
 
ABRUZZO WILDERNESS 

Tours in the Gran Sasso National Park. 
Tel.: 0039 3396931376
www.discoverabruzzo.it
 
TREKKING ED ESCURSIONI NEL PARCO

Tours in the National Park of Abruzzo, Lazio
and Molise. Tel.: 0039 335 805 3489
www.labetullaonline.com 
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A wolf in the Parco Nazionale d'Abruzzo 

O U T D O O R S

Have an idea for an article or
want to become a

contributor? Email us at
editor@abruzzissimo.com 

http://www.wildlifeadventures.it/
http://www.camoscioappenninico.it/
https://www.salviamolorso.it/
http://www.discoverabruzzo.it/
http://www.labetullaonline.com/
http://www.labetullaonline.com/


In the old days, farmers in Abruzzo raised
only a local pig breed called Maiale Nero
D’Abruzzo, or Abruzzese Black Pig. In 1926,
there were 128,000 black pigs in the region,
farmed mostly in small herds. With the
advent of industrial farming, the heritage
black breed was forsaken in favour of a
commercial breed (maiale chiaro industriale).
In 2004, when the breed was on the brink of
extinction, a local veterinarian named Simone
Angelucci started the revival of Maiale Nero.
Since then, many farmers — with a support
from Slow Food and European funds — got
involved in the project. Today, 30 farms in 
the region raise up to 800 black pigs per year. 

Farming the Maiale Nero is everything that
industrial farming is not: the pigs live in small
herds (25 animals per hectare) in the open,
with some farmers raising them in oak fo-
rests, and no use of antibiotics or hormones
is allowed. Black pigs cost more to raise, as
they grow more slowly and sows only have up
to seven piglets at a time compared to com-
mercial breeds with litters of 10-13 piglets.
The Maiale Nero’s meat is also different from
what industrial farming offers: it has a dis-
tinctive rich taste and has a higher percen-
tage of muscle fat classified as “good fat,”
which is lower in cholesterol and, due to the
pigs’ healthy natural diet, contains high levels
of Omega3 fatty acids.

Black pig meat is used for making rich tra-
ditional dishes, prosciutto, and sausages. It is
more expensive that conventional pork, but is
worth every penny. In the last few years,
Maiale Nero products have made their way
not only to upmarket delicatessens but also
to supermarket shelves. Some restaurants
have excellent black pig dishes on their menu
and you can buy fresh meat from specialised
producers. Check out these addresses if you
want to taste the Nero D’Abruzzo:

LOCANDA DEL BARRONE

An excellent family-run restaurant which offers a
more sophisticated take on traditional local cuisine.
They always have a few Maiale Nero dishes on the
menu and once a year organise a thematic lunch
dedicated to the heritage breed in conjunction with
Slow Food. English spoken. Address: Contrada Case
del Barone, 1, Caramanico Terme. Tel.: 0039 085
92584
 
VILLA MAIELLA

This one-Michelin-star restaurant has its own farm
where black pigs are raised and fed on local grains.
Call ahead if you want to make sure something with
Maiale Nero is available. Address: Via Sette Dolori,
30, Guardiagrele. Tel.: 0039 0871 809319
 
COSTANTINI SLOW

This is a farm, rather than a restaurant, specialising
in raising Maiale Nero D’Abruzzo. You can buy cured
and fresh meats directly from the farm or on their
online shop (check out this delicious, albeit pricey
prosciutto). They also supply Conad supermarkets  
in Tortoreto (Via Leonardo Da Vinci) and Alba
Adriatica (Via Duca D'Aosta, 45). Address: Via
Rovano, 21, Mosciano Sant'Angelo.
 
SAPOR DI MAIELLA

A no-frills restaurant serving traditional dishes (can
be hit and miss). They always have excellent cheeses
and cured meats made at the family farm. Call be-
forehand to inquire when dishes with Maiale Nero 
are served. You can also go directly to the farm, La
Tua Fattoria (Contrada Colle Serra, 29, Serramo-
nacesca), to buy black pig sausages or chops.
Address: Via Monte Velino, 2, Manoppello Scalo. 
Tel.: 0039 328 0588403

BEST EATS

RETURN OF THE BLACK PIG
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By Anna Swann

Photo by Julian Civiero

FOOD&WINE

https://www.costantinislow.com/product/prosciuttoneroabruzzo/


I have always known about the tradition of lo
sdijuno (or lu sdejun’) in our farming commun-
ities in Abruzzo. When I moved here from
Australia almost 40 years ago, it was still the
norm, but has since unfortunately disappeared.  

The sdijuno was the first abundant meal of the
day in the rural Abruzzese tradition. Farmers
would wake at around 4 am and have a quick,
light breakfast, often just a glass of milk. They
would then head out to work in the fields or tend
to their farm animals.

Mid-morning, which for farmers was between
9am and 11am, they would start their sdijuno,
which means “breaking the fast.” It was their
first full meal of the day, having eaten a frugal
dinner the evening before, at 6pm (farmers went
to bed early in those days), so it meant they
were fasting for at least 14 hours every day.
Some scientists and doctors say this might be
the key to their longevity.

Sdijuno meant simple but hearty food: frittata with
sweet peppers, baccala’, bread, lots of bread, cheese,
prosciutto, eggs, and, of course, the wine. It was a
panini sandwich feast with all the food being eaten 
on slices of bread without the bother and wasting 
time to put plates and cutlery out. The farmers had 
to go back to work as soon as the meal was over!

One of my favourite sdijuno sandwiches is with
pipindune e ove, or fried peppers and eggs. Easy 
and tasty, I use any excuse to make it as often as
possible. I put the filling, while it still hot, between 
two slices of fresh crispy bread and I am in heaven.

Most people here do not do sdijuno anymore, but it is
interesting to see that following traditions, or a habit,
you will always see some Abruzzese eating something
savoury mid-morning. So here is to health, longevity
and hard work!

Connie De Vincentis runs a home restaurant and
cooking school in Tocco da Casauria where you can
book an authentic sdijuno brunch.

TRADITIONAL... SANDWICH FEAST
RECIPES
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By Connie De Vincentis

https://www.facebook.com/conniescookingschool/


Beat the eggs in a bowl with the grated pecorino
(parmigiano works well, too). Add the cooked
potatoes and season with salt and pepper. Pour
the eggs over the peppers without stirring and
cook for about 2 minutes. After 2 minutes stir
from the bottom up all around the fry pan so that
you have chunky eggs rather than scrambled. 

Keep stirring occasionally on low heat for about
4 minutes or until the egg chunks are firm. Use it
as a sandwich filler or served hot on a plate.

Variations: This recipe works well with grated or
finely chopped zucchini, if you prefer a more
delicate flavour. Zucchini cook quicker than
peppers, so reduce the 20 minutes to 10.

PIPINDUNE E OVE

Makes 6 portions

400 gr of bell peppers, cut in short strips
4 medium potatoes, finely sliced
(optional)
1 medium onion, finely sliced
4 eggs
50 gr of grated pecorino
½ tsp salt
4 + 3 tablespoons olive oil

RECIPES
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I N G R E D I E N T S

P R E P A R A T I O N

Warm 4 tbps of oil in a thick-bottomed
frying pan and sauté the onion.

Add the peppers, fry for 3 minutes. After 
3 minutes cover the pan and fry on a low
heat for another 20 minutes. 

In the meantime, if you are using pota-
toes, fry them in olive oil until golden.
Remove from pan and place on kitchen
paper to remove the excess oil.
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